GROUND FLOOR 8,186ft²

TOTAL EXTERIOR GROSS AREA 25,154ft²

ISSUED FOR REVIEW  2019-05-23

PROJECT: CLOKETOWER 180-194 MAIN STREET RENOVATION

DRAWING:

180 MAIN ST. PLAN

PROJECT No.: 16.015 DATE: 2019-05-23
DRAWN BY: MJM SCALE: 1 : 150
CHECKED BY: MYG

AREA CALCULATED PER BOMA RETAIL BUILDINGS EXTERIOR GROSS AREA.
ANY STATED AREAS AND/OR DIMENSIONS MAY VARY DUE TO EXISTING CONDITIONS. ACTUAL USABLE FLOOR SPACE MAY VARY FROM ANY STATED OR DEPICTED FLOOR AREA.
SECOND FLOOR 7,272ft²
THIRD FLOOR 1,483ft²